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Abstract8

This paper deals with the retrieval of agricultural crop height from space by using multipolarization9

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images. Coherent and incoherent crop height estimation methods are10

discussed for the first time with a unique TanDEM-X dataset acquired over rice cultivation areas. Indeed,11

with its polarimetric and interferometric capabilities, the TanDEM-X mission enables the tracking of crop12

height through interferometric SAR (InSAR), polarimetric interferometric SAR (PolInSAR) and the inversion13

of radiative transfer-based backscattering model. The paper evaluates the three aforementioned14

techniques simultaneously with a data set acquired in September 2014 and 2015 over rice fields in Turkey15

during their reproductive stage. The assessment of the absolute height accuracy and the limitations of the16

approaches are provided. In-situ measurements conducted in the same cultivation periods are used for17

validation purposes. The PolInSAR and morphological backscattering model results showed better18

performance with low RMSEs (12 and 13 cm) compared to the differential InSAR result having RMSE of19

18 cm.20

The spatial baseline, i.e. the distance between satellites, is a key parameter for coherent methods such21

as InSAR and PolInSAR. Its effect on the absolute height accuracy is discussed using TanDEM-X pairs22

separated by a baseline of 101.7 m and 932 m. Although the InSAR based approach is demonstrated to23

provide sufficient crop height accuracy, the availability of a precise vegetation-free digital elevation model24

and a structurally dense crop are basic requirements for achieving high accuracy. The PolInSAR approach25

provides reliable crop height estimation if the spatial baseline is large enough for the inversion. The impact26

of increasing spatial baseline on the absolute accuracy of the crop height estimation is evident for both27

methods. However, PolInSAR is more cost-efficient, e.g. there is no need for phase unwrapping and any28

external vegetation free surface elevation data. Instead, the usage of a radiative traerties of the crops with29

consistent accuracy. The efficient retrieval of crop height with backscatnsfer based backscattering model30

provides not only crop height but also other biophysical proptering model is achieved by metamodeling,31

which makes the computational cost of backscattering inversion comparable to the ones of the coherent32

methods. However, effectiveness depends on not only the backscattering model, but also the integration33

of agronomic crop growth rules. Motivated by these results, a combination of backscattering and PolInSAR34
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inversion models would provide a successful method of future precision farming studies.35

Keywords: height estimation, TanDEM-X, rice, Synthetic Aperture Radar, PolSAR, interferometry,36

PolInSAR, Metamodel, Agriculture37

1. Introduction38

Vegetation height is a proxy descriptor for forest and crop inventories from which a number of other39

important attributes can be derived. In the context of sustainable environmental management, it is essential40

for characterising crops’ phenological stages, yield, biomass and health, whereas in forestry applications it41

is a prerequisite for wood volume, carbon storage and biomass calculations. A conventional space-based42

height information is relevant for environmental applications, as it obriates the necessity for time consuming43

land-based surveys and provides detailed information about not only the height of the monitored vegetation,44

but also crops’ biophysical attributes such as aboveground carbon storage and biomass (Minh et al., 2015).45

As one of the most popular microwave imaging techniques, space-based Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)46

with its all weather, day and night imaging capability, which is a particularly important factor for irrigated47

farming and rain forests, is of particular interest in environmental monitoring.48

Compared to crops, forest height estimation with space-based SAR has been studied and discussed49

for different forest types in a variety of studies, which can -roughly- be categorised under three50

approaches: Radiative Transfer Theory (RTT), Interferometric SAR (InSAR) and Polarimetric51

Interferometric SAR (PolInSAR) (Guo et al., 2014; Karila et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014; Tanase et al., 2014).52

The limited use of space-based SAR for crop height estimation is due to the time interval between two53

stages of development, e.g. the morphological changes may occur in a week for cereals whereas in54

forestry it takes very long time. However, the re-visit time of the current generation of SAR satellites, which55

is 12 days for SENTINEL-1 and 11 days for TerraSAR-X, makes the detection of phenological changes in56

crop growth a possible task. Hence, there is a remarkable increase in the number of studies about57

space-based crop height monitoring applications with SAR images (Lopez-Sanchez et al., 2012; Rossi58

and Erten, 2015; Vicente-Guijalba et al., 2015; Yuzugullu et al., 2016b).59

RTT in canopy modelling -dating back to 90’s- has been used to detect biological and morphological60

changes of crops (Karam et al., 1992). RTT based models express the vegetation backscattering as a61

function of the canopy physical attributes such as plant height, stem width, number of leaves, leaf angle62

and leaf size, with assumptions on dielectric constant and ground scattering of the monitored target. Even63

though it is not easy to develop a direct relationship of the backscattering with biophysical parameters due64

to the complicated interaction between electromagnetic waves and vegetation canopy, interesting results65

have been obtained in terms of ground (Kim et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016), airborne (Karam et al., 1995;66

Villard and Le Toan, 2015) and space (Inoue et al., 2014; Koay et al., 2007; Le Toan et al., 1997; Wang67

et al., 2009) based SAR measurements. In RTT based approaches, a heavy study with Monte Carlo (MC)68

simulations may be required to relate the observed backscattering to the entire canopy physical attributes.69
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The powerful and well-known InSAR method, which is based on the evaluation of phase difference70

between two SAR acquisitions, has been applied to a wide range of forestry and land use applications. Its71

applicability, consistency, as well as its disadvantages and advantages, have been discussed in several72

articles, e.g. Bamler and Hartl (1998) and Hanssen (2001). However, considering the outdated73

space-based SAR sensors, crop height estimation with interferometry was not possible due to the low74

resolution and the large re-visit time, which causes unreliable phase information. In such a case, tandem75

interferometric acquisitions are more convenient to monitor crop height changes. Engdahl et al. (2001) and76

Srivastava et al. (2006) underlined the linear relationship between ERS 1/2 tandem coherences and the77

height of crops: the coherence decreases as the crop height increases. Recently, with significant78

improvements in space-based SAR sensors, Erten et al. (2015), Zalite et al. (2015) and Rossi and Erten79

(2015) showed that the TanDEM-X mission (bi-static interferometry) has a great potential in detecting crop80

height changes through its phenological development.81

PolInSAR is another widely known advanced technique for deriving three dimensional (3D) vegetation82

products, which makes use of interferometry and polarimetry together to separate different scattering83

centres along the canopy. Its potential and limits have generally been shown through a variety of forests84

with air-borne SAR sensors (Cloude, 2010). PolInSAR forest height estimation from space has been85

recently discussed also with TanDEM-X images by Abdullahi et al. (2016), Lee and Fatoyinbo (2015) and86

Kugler et al. (2014). Nevertheless, when it comes to crop height estimation, the implementation of87

PolInSAR method is restricted to the air-borne acquisitions. Lopez-Sanchez et al. (2012) reported the first88

demonstration of the feasibility of PolInSAR to retrieve canopy height, whereas Pichierri et al. (2016)89

improved this demonstration by considering the vertical structure of the canopy and including90

multi-baseline data. Being a multipolarization interferometric technique, the challenge for crop height91

estimation by space-based PolInSAR is the requirement of large spatial baseline and high temporal92

resolution, which are explained in detail by Lopez-Sanchez and Ballester-Berman (2009).93

The TanDEM-X satellite mission allows for the first time to assess these three crop height estimation94

methods in the context of operational monitoring, which was previously not possible due to the practical95

restrictions on temporal resolution time between satellites. TanDEM-X is an innovative SAR mission, first96

in space combining two twin satellites, particularly TerraSAR-X satellite (TSX-1) and another TerraSAR-X97

add-on satellite (TDX-1), to generate a global high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) accomplishing98

HRTI-3 accuracy requirements by a bi-static configuration (Krieger et al., 2007). Although planned for99

global DEM generation, the orbit control, the spatial resolution and the polarimetric acquisition policy have100

led to new researches in space-based SAR applications, e.g Abdullahi et al. (2016), Mason et al. (2016),101

Rossi et al. (2016) and Zhang et al. (2016). Therefore, this paper explores the limitations and potentials102

of crop height monitoring by comparing, for the first time with a unique dataset, the three aforementioned103

techniques: RTT, InSAR and PolInSAR. Being one of the major crops consumed worldwide, paddy rice crop104

is chosen to assess crop height estimations from space.105
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Here it should be noted that the performance of the SAR based crop height retrieval techniques is106

affected by the system frequency (Lopez-Sanchez and Ballester-Berman, 2009; Patel et al., 2006). In our107

case, the main purpose of the study is the assessment of the superficial plant height in an as accurate108

as possible way with the available space-based SAR data. For this reason, a short wavelength, providing109

enough backscattering from the vegetation volume, should be privileged due to the high extinction into110

canopy. The TanDEM-X system, working at X-band, has thus been favoured for this agricultural study, also111

taking into consideration its polarimetric and interferometric acquisition capability.112

This paper continues with a concise theoretical background of RTT, InSAR and PolInSAR techniques for113

crop height estimation in Section 2. Section 3 involves the explanation of the study area and the TanDEM-114

X acquisitions. In Section 4, the implementation details of the theoretical approaches and crop height115

estimations are presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work with the discussion on the crop height116

retrieval methodologies in the context of agricultural studies.117

2. Methodical approaches for estimating canopy height with SAR imaging118

Let a dual-pol acquisition vector ~k = [~k1 ~k2]T be a complex scattering vector that consists of two target119

vectors ~k1 = [S 1
HH S 1

VV ]T and ~k2 = [S 2
HH S 2

VV ]T obtained from multipolarization SAR images acquired at120

positions 1 and 2, respectively (Erten, 2013). Considering the TanDEM-X system, ~k1 and ~k2 correspond121

to measurements taken by the TSX-1 and TDX-1 satellites, which gather data at the same time and are122

separated by a baseline.123

According to this acquisition geometry, the three basic approaches to crop height estimation from SAR124

are summarised below.125

2.1. RTT approaches126

Theoretical models based on RTT analyse the interaction of the electromagnetic waves with agricultural127

canopies, which are solved up to first order or beyond. In this study, to see the potential of the RTT128

models in crop height estimation, the model proposed by Karam et al. (1988) and developed by Le Toan et129

al. (1997) and Wang and Kong (2005) is implemented. Here, it should be noted that a limited number of130

morphology based rice scattering models (Liu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2014) have been131

developed over the past decade to characterise the canopy’s geometric and physical structure. However,132

the morphological scattering model developed by Le Toan et al. (1997) is chosen due to its good agreement133

with X-band SAR images. Simulation errors less than ∼ 1dB were reported (Inoue et al., 2014; Yuzugullu et134

al., 2016a).135

This model provides a simplified description of plants architecture (stalks, tillers, leaves and panicles)136

and estimates the total backscattering (σ0) intensities from the rice canopy by considering the contribution137

from four physical scattering mechanisms (S I , S II , S III and S IV ) as visualised in Figure 1 and formulated in138

(1):139
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S I ; Direct scattering from canopy140

S II ; Scattering from canopy followed by reflection from ground141

S III ; Reflection from ground followed by scattering from canopy142

S IV ; Reflection from ground followed by scattering from canopy again followed by reflection from143

ground.144

These first order scattering mechanisms contribute to the backscattering signatures depending on the145

morphological structure of the canopy and the sensor parameters such as polarisation, wavelength and146

incidence angle of the incoming electromagnetic wave.147

Given all the ground and vegetation descriptive parameters, the RTT based approaches can be used

to estimate the total backscattering coefficient (σ0) for all the linearly polarised observations, e.g HH, VV,

HV and VH, by computing the ratio between the amplitudes of the scattered (E s) and incident (Ei) electrical

waves

E s
q(r′) =

eikr

r
(S I + S II + S III + S IV )Ei

p

σo
qp =

4πr2

Ai

〈|E s
q|

2〉

|Ei
p|

2
, p, q = {H,V} (1)

where r′ is the location of the scattering element, Ai is the illuminated area, k is the free space wave number148

and r is the distance between the sensor and the target (Yuzugullu et al., 2015).149

Morphology based RTT backscattering models requiring MC simulations, like (1), are computationally150

expensive due to a large number of scatterers per resolution cell (σ0). This leads to an underdetermined151

inversion problem with long computation time. To tackle this problem, metamodels, representing the input152

(rice biophysical parameters) and output (σ0) relations with approximated mathematical relation, may be153

performed (Sudret, 2015). The use of metamodels, which are employed to build domain specific solutions,154

overcomes the high computation cost, especially in case of physical parameter optimisation from155

backscattering observation (Vasko et al., 2011; Villard et al., 2015; Yuzugullu et al., 2016b).156

According to the dual-pol acquisition vector of TanDEM-X, for any time t, there are four recorded157

copolarized backscattering channels. As each polarisation includes two acquisitions (one from TSX-1 and158

one from TDX-1), averaging co-polar backscattering values is convenient in order to decrease the noise by159

a factor of
√

2.160

2.2. InSAR approaches161

InSAR exploits the phase difference between two same polarised acquisitions to estimate the height of162

the scattering phase center (Hanssen, 2001). In contrast with RTT based approaches, the interferometric163

phase has direct relationship with the crop height.164

The interferometric phase φint, also called interferogram, is generated by the complex conjugate165

multiplication of two coregistered SAR images acquired at slightly different positions. φint is directly related166
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to the height of scattering phase center and its quality is assessed with absolute value of complex167

correlation between acquisitions, also called coherence (Bamler and Hartl, 1998).168

Since phase is measured module 2π, a parameter called height of ambiguity (HoA), can be derived by169

computing the height difference corresponding with a 2π phase shift:170

h2π =
λR sin θ

B⊥
. (2)

In (2), λ, R, θ and B⊥ represent the wavelength, the geometric distance between satellite and target, the171

incidence angle and the perpendicular baseline between two acquisitions, respectively (Bamler and Hartl,172

1998). The smaller h2π, the more accurate height estimation is.173

According to the dual-pol acquisition vector of TanDEM-X, for any time t, for each polarisation there is174

one interferometric phase indicating the crop height. Since the location of the phase centre changes175

according to the density and morphological properties of the canopy as well as its interaction with176

electromagnetic wave, interferometric measurements from different polarisations may have discrepancies177

(Erten et al., 2015; Srivastava et al., 2009). It has to be noticed that the phase difference between178

polarimetric channels provides information about dielectric and geometric properties of the scattering179

medium. In contrast, the phase difference of the same polarised channels is only proportional to the crop180

scattering height.181

2.3. PolInSAR approaches182

The PolInSAR-based canopy height estimation has been used in the last decade with a special183

emphasis on forestry applications (Cloude, 2010). As summarised in Figure 1, these approaches employ a184

model of vegetation scenes formed by two layers: vegetation volume and ground surface. The scattering185

from ground is localised at a single point in the vertical coordinate, whereas the scattering from volume is186

described by a scattering function f (z). Starting from this assumption, it is possible to express the187

interferometric coherences γ̃vol(κZ , ~w) that are measured at different polarimetric channels ~w as a function188

of the interferometric vertical wave number κZ . κZ depends on the interferometric imaging geometry, and189

for a bistatic acquisition its relation with h2π given in (2) is represented as190

κZ =
2π
h2π

. (3)

The most complete expression for a bistatic interferometric system, considering that the response from the191

ground can be composed of two contributions (surface or direct scattering, and double-bounce scattering),192

is the following (Ballester-Berman and Lopez-Sanchez, 2011; Kugler et al., 2014; Treuhaft et al., 1996;193

Treuhaft and Siqueira, 2000):194

γ̃vol(κZ , ~w) = eiφ0
γ̃V + mD(~w) +

sin kzhv
kzhv

mDB(~w)

1 + mD(~w) + mDB(~w)
(4)

where φ0 is the interferometric phase corresponding to the ground surface; mD(~w) and mDB(~w) are the195

ground-to-volume backscatter ratios corresponding to the direct D and double-bounce DB contributions;196
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Figure 1: The BBCH-scale identifying the phenology of plants in a standardised system and morphological structure information of rice

plants during the acquisition time. S I , S II , S III and S IV show major scattering mechanisms used to estimate the total backscattering

σ0 as in (1).

and hv is the vegetation height. The first term in the numerator, γ̃V , is the coherence that would produce the197

volume alone (without the presence of the ground), which can be expressed as:198

γ̃V =

∫ hv

0 f (z)eiκZ zdz∫ hv

0 f (z)dz
. (5)

A note of caution is necessary for equation (4). The sin(x)/x term that appears before the double-199

bounce ground-to-volume ratio in the numerator is an extra decorrelation term present whenever a bistatic200

configuration is used. It is important to clarify that it depends on kz, not on κZ as was wrongly stated in201

(Kugler et al., 2014). This parameter is defined as (see Ballester-Berman and Lopez-Sanchez (2011);202

Treuhaft and Siqueira (2000) for details):203

kz = κZ sin2 θ0. (6)

In the case of rice, and especially when plants are developed, the dominant scattering contribution from204

the ground is expected to be the double-bounce from the interaction between stems and the flooded soil,205

so equation (4) can be simplified as:206

γ̃vol(κZ , ~w) = eiφ0
γ̃V +

sin kzhv
kzhv

mDB(~w)

1 + mDB(~w)
(7)

The scattering function f (z) can be expressed in different ways according to different models or207

approximations of the scattering properties of the vegetation volume. It is well known that in agricultural208

crops the attenuation produced by the propagation of the waves through the vegetation volume depends209

on the polarimetric channel, being larger for vertical polarisation than for horizontal polarisation due to the210

predominant vertical orientation of the plant structural elements. In such a case, the formulation that takes211

this into account leads to the so-called oriented volume over ground (OVoG) model, which depends on the212

two extinction coefficients (vertical and horizontal). However, when this dependence on polarisation is not213

strong, one can use a simpler model named random volume over ground (RVoG) in which extinction is214
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assumed to not depend on polarisation. In our case, since the available data are dual-pol (not fully215

polarimetric), hence reducing the dimensionality of the observation space or input data, and we have216

observed that the measured coherences do not deviate much from the RVoG predictions, we will assume217

the RVoG model for the inversion. With such an assumption, the only dependence of coherence (7) on the218

polarimetric channels comes from the ground-to-volume ratio mDB(~w). In addition, this dependence makes219

the possible coherences (as provided by the model) to lie along a line on the complex plane.220

3. Study area and dataset221

In order to show the feasibility and the operational capability of InSAR, PolInSAR and RTT model in crop222

height estimation, as a representative work, paddy-rice fields located in Ipsala (Turkey) were selected. The223

rice-cultivated fields in the test site are located along the Maritza river, which forms the border between224

Turkey and Greece, see Figure 2. Figure 7(a) shows the topography of the area covered by TanDEM-X225

pairs. The agricultural fields, depicting by the white transparent area in Figure 7(a), are located in a flat226

area, since less than a metre of height variation among them is measured. The flat topography and the227

closeness of the water source (rivers and lakes) make this area a suitable region for rice cultivation. The228

seeds are sowed by broadcasting once per year about the end of May and irrigated by streams mainly from229

Maritza river.230

The SAR images -whose main interferometric parameters are summarised in Table 1- were acquired by231

the TDX-1 and TSX-1 satellites. The previous studies with TDX-1/TSX-1 pairs (Erten et al., 2015; Rossi232

and Erten, 2015) have shown that (bistatic) InSAR is suitable for a temporal trend analysis of crop height233

measurements. However, due to the absence of the same-year ground truth, the dataset was insufficient for234

a one-to-one methodological comparison. Nevertheless, the crop height measurements were in accordance235

with the crop growth dynamics: a monotonically increasing crop height trend until the late reproductive236

stage. In this paper, in order to perform a fair comparison among the aforementioned methods in terms237

of crop height estimation, the rice plants should be dense and tall enough and not too dry to fulfill the238

requirements of volumetric scattering (Lopez-Sanchez and Ballester-Berman, 2009). Therefore, TanDEM-239

X images acquired in September 2014 and 2015 are explored in depth with ground surveys conducted in240

the same cultivation period.241

Additionally, in order to derive the plant height from the InSAR measure, another TanDEM-X pair242

acquired on November 26, 2012, which is assumed to have no vegetation (representing bare soil), has243

been used. In SAR acquisitions, a higher incidence angle impacts on the sensitivity of the vertical profile244

(Lopez-Sanchez and Ballester-Berman, 2009; Srivastava et al., 2007). In our dataset, a short wavelength245

with flat incidence angle, is well suited for the crop surface height estimation, since it yields a limited246

penetration of the wave inside the vegetated volume. Despite the incidence angle is same for all the data247

in the stack, the perpendicular baseline is varying in time, resulting in heights of ambiguity ranging from248

6.25 m to 52.8 m (Table 1) according to (2). The spatial baseline is one of the most critical system249
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Figure 2: VV polarised TerraSAR-X acquisition taken on July 2, 2014, over the study area given by its amplitude image. The location

of each test field analysed in this study is indicated by green and blue colours for 2014 and 2015 dataset, respectively. Photographs

depicting the nature of paddy fields were shot in the day of the in-situ measurements conducted on September 11, 2014.

parameters of interferometric methods, since it drives the sensitivity of the measurements to the vertical250

distribution of elements in the scene.251

Ground truth data for an entire rice cycle in 2014 were collected regularly, with an average temporal252

repetition about 11-days interval from June to October. The biophysical parameters such as stalk diameter,253

height above water, #stalk /m2, #tiller/plant, #leaf/stalk, leaf angle, stem angle, leaf length, leaf width, tiller254

length and plant phenological stage given by BBCH scale (Lancashire et al., 1991) were measured at four255

spatially independent points in each field, and averaged. The fieldwork for 2015 including measurements256
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Table 1: Main Parameters of the Bi-static Interferometric Acquisitions

TanDEM-X pairs

26.11.2012 06.09.2014 02.09.2015

incidence angle [deg] 36.8 36.8 36.8

perpendicular baseline [m] 181.3 101.7 932.0

HoA [m] 32.3 52.8 6.25

κZ [rad / m] 0.19 0.12 1.01

crop condition vegetation-free reproductive stage reproductive stage

of stalk height, height above water, #stalk /m2, #tiller/plant, water depth, leaf length, leaf width and #tiller257

was carried out from June to September. As visualised in Figure 2, eight different test fields for 2014 and258

five different test fields for 2015 were selected. The measured crop heights for these test fields, which are259

varied in terms of size and heterogeneity, are shown in Figure 3. The plant heights reached their maximum260

after flowering; and afterwards they decreased due to water loss. On the acquisition dates, the entire test261

fields had reached their reproductive stage. This stage is defined in the range between BBCH values 53262

(flag leaves are completely visible with 30% of the panicles emerged) and 77 (grains are in the late milk263

stage). Some of the fields were already in transition period to the maturation stage.264

Here, it is worth mentioning that the number and the location of fields were identified by regional265

agricultural expertise by considering the discrepancy in harvest time. Since the crop height varies266

significantly within the fields (∼10 cm), comparing the crop height measurements between the averaged267

ground measurements and space-based crop height measurement per field is assumed to be sufficient.268

Readers interested in studies on ground truth planning for SAR acquisitions can refer to Patel and269

Srivastava (2013).

Figure 3: In-situ crop height measurements conducted during the growth stages of rice in 2014 and 2015.

270
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4. Quality assessment of crop height from space: paddy-rice case271

For the crop height estimation with coregistered TanDEM-X pairs (CoSSC), the Interferometric TanDEM-272

X Processor (ITP) at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) facilities has been employed (Rossi et al., 2012).273

The interferometric processor follows the standard processing stages. In particular, the principal steps are274

the interferogram generation and filtering, the phase unwrapping, the absolute phase retrieval and the275

geocoding. The same processor has been utilised for the previous rice crop height estimation studies with276

TanDEM-X (Erten et al., 2015; Rossi and Erten, 2015). More in detail, the multi-looking stage, implemented277

with a moving-average window of 9 × 5 samples in the range and azimuth directions, respectively, has278

been performed in order to obtain a spatial resolution of about 10 m, which is sufficient considering the279

fields extension. Then, to help phase unwrapping for the acquisitions with a small height of ambiguity,280

the topographic phase has been removed before the unwrapping stage. No unwrapping errors have been281

detected. Finally, for the InSAR approach, all the DEMs have been generated over the same geographic grid282

and the absolute phase offset has been estimated with the help of an external Shuttle Radar Topography283

Mission (SRTM) DEM calibrated with IceSAT points (Rossi et al., 2016).284

This section provides the implementation details of the aforementioned theoretical approaches and285

their results with the TanDEM-X dataset. The most straightforward way to evaluate the accuracy of crop286

height estimation approaches is a direct comparison with the reference in-situ data. For the September 6,287

2014, TanDEM-X acquisition, the crop heights interpolated from the ground campaign conducted on the288

September 1 and 11, 2014, were used as reference (Figure 3), whereas for the September 4, 2015,289

acquisition, the August 28, 2015, reference data has been employed. Accounting that the fields were in290

transition to the maturation stage, the 6-day difference between in-situ data and satellite image yields very291

small (nearly 1-2 cm) height discrepancies between crops, thus not being a limiting factor in the accuracy292

assessment.293

4.1. RTT based crop height estimations with metamodeling294

Although the morphology-based electromagnetic scattering model in (1) can be used to simulate σ0
295

for all possible polarisations and incidence angles for several frequencies, here, for time t, only HH and296

VV acquisitions are available for determining the whole crop parameters. To deal with this problem and to297

decrease the computational cost related to MC simulations, the inversion is performed within a parameter298

space using a Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) metamodel. PCE metamodel, which is well suited to299

inversion problems, is a widespread computational model for evaluating and replacing the original complex300

model by approximated model built from an experimental design (Rajabi et al., 2015; Sochala and Le Maitre,301

2013; Sudret, 2015).302

The key aspect of PCE is that if the distribution of ξ is known, then the distribution of Y can be estimated303
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for any functions in the form of Y = f (ξ). The PCE expands the function in a polynomial series as in (8):304

Y = f (ξ) =

∞∑
j=0

a jΨ j(ξ) . (8)

Here, ξ ∈ <M is the random vector including whole morphological parameters (#plants, #tillers, stalk height305

and diameter, leaf width and length of each tiller, #panicles) expressing backscattering (σ0) Y, a j ∈ < and306

Ψ j(ξ) ∈ < are the coefficients and orthonormal basis of the polynomial series with respect to the distribution307

of ξ. In our problem, f (ξ) represents the MC simulation model (1) given by Wang and Kong (2005). For308

practical reasons, it is necessary to truncate the representation (8) with limited number of expansions:309

Y � f (ξ) =

D∑
j=0

a jΨ j(ξ) . (9)

In the current study, polynomial basis and coefficients are constructed using a non-intrusive least-angle310

regression-based method explained by Sudret (2015). Once built, PCEs are used instead of numerical311

simulation of the backscattering model which decreases simulation time drastically. In this study, PCE312

was implemented for (1) in MATLAB® within the UQLab framework by Marelli and Sudret (2014) and its313

performance was evaluated by comparing the surrogated backscattering intensity with that from TanDEM-314

X and Radarsat-2 images in Yuzugullu et al. (2016a) and Yuzugullu et al. (2016b), respectively. Here, it315

has to be noticed that the dimension of morphological parameter vector ξ depends mainly on the type of316

EM model f (ξ) used to represent the scattering phenomena. Metamodeling can be applied to any kind of317

scattering model (Koay et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2016) without considering its complexity, which is reduced by318

its surrogate substitutes.319

Considering the presence of speckle noise and the ill-posed nature of the inverse algorithm, it is320

convenient to use a probabilistic optimisation algorithm. This study uses Particle Swarm Optimisation321

(PSO) in the space of the possible morphologies (Kennedy et al., 2001). The following fitness function (10)322

for ith iteration is employed:323

minCi = (σHH − σ̄HHi )
2 + (σVV − σ̄VVi )

2 (10)

where (σpp) and (σ̄pp) shows the simulated and measured intensities for HH and VV channels.324

The optimisation algorithm runs until it converges to a representative distribution with n samples. Lastly,325

the median of the resulting distribution is used as the result of the fitness function.326

The PSO algorithm requires the constraint boundaries for the crop biophysical descriptors. The327

boundaries of the biophysical parameters differ for each main growth stage, and, as a result, varying328

optimisation boundaries are needed to follow the crop growth dynamics. Required boundaries are329

provided using the ground measurements collected from the in-situ surveys conducted between the years330

of 2013 and 2015 in the study area. Within the applied methodology, high-dimensional parameter space331

-bounded by the growth data extremes- can easily be updated for different crop genotypes whenever new332

ground measurements are available. Boundaries of the morphological axes of the multi-dimensional333
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parameter space are given as a box-whisker plot in Figure 4 for five main growth stages of rice. To334

eliminate biologically impossible structures, e. g. 100 cm stalk height with 1 cm leaf length, PSO is335

constrained by convex hull, which takes into account biophysical and agronomical growth rules from336

literature and ground campaigns.

Figure 4: Box-whisker plot of rice morphological parameters from in-situ measurements conducted between 2013 and 2015 with

respect to the rice’s growth stages.

337

The stochastic optimization method aims to find a set of morphological vectors to obtain a complete338

crop morphology in the given bounded parameter space from the measured backscattering intensities in339

the observation space. The morphological vectors obtained from n iterations are reported as a result. The340

presence of structural variance in the field and within the SAR data prevents from having a single optimum341

solution. Instead, the optimisation algorithm provides a distribution of each morphological parameter as an342

output. Details of the proposed approach are given in (Yuzugullu et al., 2016a,b).343

Figure 5 summarises the mean and the standard deviation of the backscattering values in dB for each344
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Figure 5: Scatter-plot of the HH and VV mean intensity values transformed to σ0 as observed by averaging the total number of pixels

-given in Table 2- for each field for 2014 (a) and 2015 (b) dataset. The area of bubbles is proportional to the square root of the sum of

the variance of the observations.

polarimetric acquisition, which are the only inputs of the observation space. In Figure 5, high variations345

in σ0 values and their variances among the fields were observed, emphasising a high impact of small-346

scale morphological diversity on backscattering values. Additionally, sowing density and having different347

genotype with altering maximum leaf and tiller number can alter the plant morphology and lead to varying348

backscattering intensity.349

Figure 6 gives an overview of the height measurements by PCE metamodel based RTT inversion350

algorithm, whereas Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics of the height measurements. In Figure 6, the351

ground-based crop height measurements are depicted as bullets. For the current analysis, n is taken as352

200. Therefore, at the end of the analysis, 200 possible rice crop physical structures for a specific353

backscattering intensity pair exist. The differences between iteration results -as seen in the box plot- are354

linked to the fact that RTT based modelling considers the full crop morphology and structural density of the355

crops, i.e., crops can be all in the same height but all with different possible other morphological356

parameters. This is the reason that -as wanted- PSO algorithm may converge to a different morphology357

vector in each iteration, causing variances exceeding 10 cm for some fields.358

In Table 2, hRTT and shRTT specify the median and the sample standard deviation of the iteration results,359

where ∆h gives their offsets from the height measurements obtained from ground surveys -entitled an360

absolute accuracy-. A first visual qualitative interpretation of the results clearly reveals that the crop361

heights can be estimated with minimum 3 and maximum 22 cm diversity from their actual value, which is of362

considerable agronomic interest. It can also be easily seen that the sample standard deviations obtained363

from the 200 iterations are quite low with a maximum for the field 5 in 2015 dataset with s = 9 cm. Note364

that the absolute accuracy results ∆h exhibit either positive or negative values. The main reason of such365
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Figure 6: 2014 (a) and 2015 (b) box-whisker plots of the set of all feasible canopy height measurements by PCE metamodel based

RTT.

Table 2: Crop height estimations [cm] by PCE metamodel based RTT, using the combination of two polarisations

2014 [cm] 2015 [cm]

field # # pixels hRTT shRTT ∆h # pixels hRTT shRTT ∆h

1 728 96 7 9 348 104 7 6

2 1086 119 6 -3 513 113 4 6

3 1303 119 7 -7 310 127 7 -22

4 972 88 6 14 292 112 4 -6

5 974 105 4 12 310 102 9 17

6 501 89 3 4 - - - -

7 675 105 3 9 - - - -

8 909 105 2 4 - - - -

variation is related to the dynamics of the optimisation algorithm and the number of iterations, which have366

a direct impact on the resulting statistics. The absolute accuracy results from 2015 data set are in367

accordance with the previous year data set confirming the feasibility of the PCE metamodel based RTT368

approach in crop height monitoring.369

4.2. InSAR based crop height estimations370

To calculate the height of the crops, four interferograms (two bistatic acquisitions in two polarization)371

were generated. As shown in Figure 7(a), a complementary TanDEM-X pair acquired on November 26,372

2012 was also processed by ITP in order to get the ground elevation of the fields (vegetation-free reference373
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DEM).374

After the surface elevation models had been generated, the elevation error maps presented in Figure375

7(b-d) were derived by scaling the standard deviation of the interferometric phase σφint (calculated by376

(Hanssen, 2001, Eq. 4.2.27)) with the height of ambiguity; h2π. High values reflect the influence of377

decorrelation between TDX-1 and TSX-1 pairs, yielding less accurate heights, whereas low values reflect378

more reliable elevation measurements. The error of the interferometric measurements increases as the379

spatial baseline decreases. In addition to the sensor’ geometry, the accuracy of the DEM depends also on380

the monitored target as well. For example, the elevation of surfaces covered by non-moving water cannot381

be usually derived with TanDEM-X due to the fact that water decorrelates in a fraction of second (Bamler382

and Hartl, 1998; Romeiser et al., 2014). In the 2015 acquisition (Figure 7(d)), flat terrain shows very low383

error values, with the exception of water covered areas. Moreover, distinct variations can be observed384

between agricultural and hilly areas. Compared to the 2015 acquisition, the error values decrease385

significantly for hilly areas, but slightly increase for agricultural areas in the 2014 acquisition (Figure 7(c)).386

A possible explanation is an increased volume decorrelation in the forest-covered hilly areas due to the387

very low h2π of the 2015 acquisition. Volume decorrelation is not relevant factor for crops at this stage,388

where the reflection is mainly coming from the grains at the canopy top surface. Finally, a visual error map389

analysis of the 2012 acquisition compared to the 2014 one demonstrates that decreasing h2π from 52.8 m390

to 32.3 m yields slightly better elevation accuracy.391

Figure 8 summarises the elevation error of interferometric measurements for each test field. In392

agreement with Figure 7, the dependency of h2π on the error plot is apparent. While the estimated393

elevation error is high in September 2014 images, the ones in November 2012 and September 2015394

images are lower, changing between 8 and 43 cm. It is to be noticed that even though the main error395

difference between images is due to the changing spatial baseline in time, the other causes of variation,396

such as those due to the different morphological properties of plants, remain, and their impact on the error397

analysis is evidenced by the coherence values -hence the standard deviation of interferometric phase.398

Appearance of panicles and an increase in leaf size at the late reproductive stage affect the attenuation of399

HH and VV polarised wave. In the maturation stage, attenuation decreases and gets similar for both400

polarisations.401

Following the height-error analysis, the canopy heights were calculated by the surface elevation402

differences between the canopy (September) and ground (November). Assuming that the elevation403

information obtained from the November images gives the soil surface (bottom layer in Figure 1) and404

remains unchanged in time, the elevation differences are only caused by the canopy height variation.405

For assessing the InSAR based crop height estimates, box-whisker plots in Figure 9, showing the406

height estimation values obtained for each pixel within the fields, were used. In Figure 9(a)-(b), the height407

measurements in 2014 are given for two co-polarised acquisitions for comparison purposes. Based on the408

comparison between interferometric measurements and in-situ measurements -indicated by the black and409
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Figure 7: (a) Topography of the study area produced from TanDEM-X pairs acquired on the November 26, 2012. The white transparent

area depicts the location of the agricultural fields shown in Figure (2). (b-d) Height error
(
σφint

h2π
2π

)
maps of the entire scenes from 2012

to 2015 HH polarised acquisitions.

grey coloured circles in the figures-, two conclusions are clearly drawn: (i) polarisation diversity causes410

slight variations in the crop height estimation and (ii) it is necessary to distinguish between relative and411

absolute accuracy when interpreting the feasibility of TanDEM-X data in the context of InSAR based crop412

height monitoring. In detail, the relative height error (random noise) is derived from the coherence values,413

and depends on the system parameters (spatial baseline, wavelength and incidence angle) and the414

number of looks used in the processing as in Figure 7 and 8. This is associated to the interferometric415
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Figure 8: The mean interferometric height error for each test field in 2014 (a) and 2015 (b) as a function of the scaled HoA and the

standard deviation of interferometric phase, which is directly related to the coherence (Hanssen, 2001, Eq. 4.2.27).

phase noise (Rizzoli et al., 2012). In contrast, the absolute accuracy refers to the real elevation416

discrepancy between the top of the canopy and the InSAR based crop height measure. The first417

conclusion has been shown by Erten et al. (2015) and Kugler et al. (2014) with different datasets418

experimentally, but not analytically due to the complex dynamic interaction between the electromagnetic419

wave and canopy. (Erten et al., 2015; Kugler et al., 2014).420

The results visualised in Figure 9 are summarised in Table 3 and and 4. In the tables, the first two421

columns of HH and VV measurement results show the mean of the calculated height measurements and422

their standard deviation, which is the sum in quadrature of the variances of the interferometric423

measurements from vegetated and vegetation-free acquisitions. The third column ∆h provides the mean424

height differences between the InSAR (the first column) and the ground survey based measurements.425

Within the results, it can be concluded that the measurements based on VV polarised acquisitions are426

more close to the top vegetation layer compared to the HH acquisitions due to their larger attenuation427

properties, making the absolute accuracy of the height measurements higher. Taken together with Figure428

8, these results reveal that having more reliable measurements (high coherence, low error) alone does not429

guarantee a more accurate height estimation. In other words, the stability of the phase center (i.e. relative430

error) is not linked to with its position (i.e. absolute error).431

The morphological properties of crops lead not only to the deterioration of absolute accuracy of HH432

polarised InSAR based measurements, but also to discrepancies among the absolute accuracy of the fields433

even in the same polarisation. Considering both the polarisations in Table 3, it can be stated that the most434

reliable measurements do not always achieve better absolute accuracy than the less reliable measurements435

like field 7 and 8, having the standard deviation of 95 cm and 108 cm, respectively. The key issue of having436

highest absolute accuracy is related to the presence of dense vegetation. For example, on the date of the437

acquisition in 2014, the length of the leaves for field 1 and field 2 were smaller than the ones for field 7438
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Figure 9: Box-whisker plots of the canopy height measurements by InSAR-based approach for 2014 (a-b) and 2015 (c-d) dataset,

given with conducted in-situ measurements. The numbers inside the box plots in (a) and (c) show the number of pixels within the fields

shown in Figure 2.

and 8, which decreases the ratio of foliage area to ground area, yielding a larger penetration into canopy.439

Additionally, we also conclude that the ratio of HH and VV backscattering converges to 1 for field 7 and 8440

as a result of distributed large amount of panicles, grains and leaves over the canopy surface. This heavy441

canopy top structure paved the way for better accuracy. The mean backscattering analysis of the fields442

- summarised in Figure 5- confirms our result about the diversity of morphological properties among the443

fields. It can be easily seen that small morphological differences were causes of backscatter variation, even444

though the fields were in all late reproductive stages. It is also to be noticed that the fields with the lowest445

standard deviation of backscattering are associated with the fields having the highest absolute accuracy,446

such as fields 8, 7 and 5 (see, Figure 5(a)), underlying the importance of a canopy top layer homogeneity447

in InSAR based crop height measurements.448
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Table 3: Interferometric height measurements from September 2014

HH [cm] VV [cm]

field # hHH σhHH ∆h hVV σhVV ∆hVV

1 17 94 87 65 97 40

2 34 96 81 69 92 46

3 51 100 60 73 97 38

4 40 84 63 60 81 42

5 68 92 49 84 90 33

6 45 83 48 55 80 37

7 79 100 36 105 95 10

8 88 117 21 92 108 17

Table 4: Interferometric height measurements from September 2015

HH [cm] VV [cm]

field # hHH σhHH ∆h hVV σhVV ∆hVV

1 91 45 19 104 45 6

2 90 49 29 92 49 27

3 87 46 17 95 46 9

4 67 53 38 81 53 24

5 104 65 15 105 65 14

Having analysed the September 2015 results shown in Figure 9(c)-(d), it was noticed that discrepancy449

of height measurements within and among the fields were very low in comparison with the 2014 results,450

making the increase in height estimation performance evident. As the figure reveals, the measurements451

with high uncertainty were not apparent in the 2015 dataset based on the decreasing h2π. Table 4 quantifies452

the 2015 performance. The generated crop height measurements showed a better accuracy than the 2014453

measurements as summarised in Table 3. As in the 2014 case, VV crop height measurements have better454

absolute accuracy than the HH one. The most accurate fields such as 1, 3 and 5 are the fields having the455
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lowest standard deviation of backscattering as in Figure 5(b). This finding also corresponds well with the456

results from September 2014.457

4.3. PolInSAR-based crop height estimations458

As shown by Kugler et al. (2014) and Lee and Fatoyinbo (2015), PolInSAR-based height inversion has459

been successfully tested with TanDEM-X data in forestry studies, but due to the small baseline acquisitions460

-like the one in September 2014-, it was not convenient for agricultural purposes. Recent large baseline461

TanDEM-X acquisitions have made a crop height estimation by PolInSAR possible. An analysis of the462

dependency on baseline length for TanDEM-X acquisitions is analysed in depth by Kugler et al. (2015), with463

similar sensitivity analysis published in (Cloude, 2010) and (Lopez-Sanchez and Ballester-Berman, 2009).464

As it was stated by Cloude (2010), the κv parameter, defined as κv = κZhv/2 should be ideally in the range465

1-1.25 to provide an optimum estimation of vegetation height by PolInSAR. That optimum range comes from466

a trade-off between the simultaneous requirements of high coherence and enough volume decorrelation to467

provide sensitivity. In our case, considering an average vegetation height around 1 m, the κv values for the468

acquisitions in September 2014 and 2015 are 0.06 and 0.5, respectively. Therefore, crop height estimation469

is assessed with only September 2015 images, for which κv is much closer to the required value. Regarding470

the preprocessing of the data, the size of the speckle filter was 15 × 15 in this case, since the number of471

looks required for estimation of the PolInSAR matrix is much larger than for the other approaches.472

There exist different approaches to invert vegetation height from PolInSAR data according to the473

previous expressions. In this work we base the inversion on the algorithm described in (Kugler et al., 2014)474

also for TanDEM-X data, so readers are referred to that paper for details. The main steps are:475

1. Line fit to a set of coherences or coherence region: estimation of the coherences with maximum and476

minimum ground contributions: γ̃vol(κZ , ~wmax) and γ̃vol(κZ , ~wmin).477

2. SNR correction of the two complex coherences corresponding to the maximum and minimum ground478

contributions.479

3. Estimation of the topographic phase φ0.480

4. Estimation of vegetation height hv.481

A couple of differences with respect to that method are considered here to adapt it to our problem.482

First, in the case of a dominant double-bounce from the ground, as in equation (7), the extra decorrelation483

term shifts the topographic phase with respect to the point at which the line crosses the unit circumference,484

as it can be observed when mDB tends to infinity. Second, instead of inverting the whole model (i.e. all485

the parameters: height, extinction and ground-to-volume ratios) we focus our efforts in retrieving only the486

vegetation height hv, as it was suggested in Cloude (2010), since it is the variable of interest for this work.487

Therefore, we employed a simplified expression proposed by (Cloude, 2010, Eq. 8.38) to derive the height:488

hv =
[
arg(γve−iφ0 ) + η(π − 2 arcsin(|γv|

0.8))
]
/kz (11)
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where γv corresponds to the coherence at a channel without any ground contribution, i.e. γ̃vol(κZ , ~wmin),489

and η is an adjustment parameter. The role of η is to provide a balance or trade-off between the two490

types of information contained in interferometric data: amplitude (coherence) and phase. Depending on the491

reliability of them, one can choose a different value of eta (between 0 and 1) to provide height estimates in492

which the influence of errors in the estimation of coherence and phase is lowered or compensated. In this493

work we used η = 0.2 for all results, since it made the retrieved heights to fall inside the correct range.494

To cope with the mentioned shift in the topographic phase in a simple way, we use one iteration of the495

last two steps. First we assume φ0 is not affected by that shift and obtain a first estimate of it and of hv. Then496

we use that value of hv to correct the topographic phase and, finally, hv is estimated again with equation497

(11). This simple approach is valid because for our data the product of the vertical wavenumber times the498

crop height is not large and, hence, the extra decorrelation term produced by the dominant double-bounce499

does not go below 0.98. Consequently, both the topographic phase and the height employed as initial guess500

(which come from assuming a unit value for that term) are very close to the actual values. Then, the first501

iteration provides a small refinement which is enough (as the results show afterwards) for the scope of this502

work.503

Fig. 10 illustrates the boundary of coherence values γ̃(κZ , ~w) with varying polarization wi on the complex504

unitary circle for each monitored rice cultivated field. 0 ≤ |γ̃(κZ , ~w)| ≤ 1 and arg{γ̃(κZ , ~w)} provide the absolute505

value of the coherence (radial distance) and the scattering phase center (polar angle), respectively. The506

absolute location of the ellipses depends on the phase difference with respect to the reference DEM507

employed in the processing. However, this absolute location does not affect the procedure of height508

estimation based on PolInSAR because the retrieval of height is relative to the ground phase estimated by509

the algorithm itself, not relative to the reference DEM. The shape of the ellipses show how the complex510

coherence values change according to the polarisation channel. Polarimetric diversity, i.e. a511

polarisation-dependent difference in the position of the coherences as a function of the polarimetric512

channel, is a useful indicator of volume scattering decorrelation, making the PolInSAR inversion feasible.513

Crop height estimations for each field with PolInSAR inversion are visualised in Figure 11 and briefly514

summarised in Table 5, where hv, shv and ∆h represent the mean crop height measurement, its sample515

standard deviation and the difference between the crop height measurements from PolInSAR and the in-516

situ measurements conducted on August 28, 2015, respectively. In the particular case of PolInSAR the517

parameter that is estimated as vegetation height is the vertical length of the vegetation volume that is518

above the ground level. For flooded rice fields this ground level corresponds to the water surface level.519

Consequently, the comparison of the estimates is carried out against the height above water values that520

were measured in situ (see Section 3). In contrast to the InSAR-based estimation, which is obtained by521

subtracting a reference height obtained at a different (vegetation free) date, here the estimation is computed522

from a single date acquisition.523

It can be easily seen that there is a consistency in the accuracy of the measurements among and within524
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Figure 10: The boundary of coherence region, formed by varying polarisation, for each rice cultivated fields at the date of acquisition.

Table 5: PolInSAR height measurements hv from September 2015

field # hv shv ∆h

1 98 9 -2

2 95 20 11

3 108 14 -15

4 87 9 15

5 103 19 15

the fields. The minimum absolute accuracy has turned out to be about 2 cm for field 1. However, there525

are offsets greater than 10 cm with respect to the ground truth for the other fields, which can be caused by526

several reasons. First, the specific model used for the inversion is extremely simple and may overlook some527

of the features present in the rice fields, like differences in the attenuation at different polarimetric channels.528

Second, a larger baseline would be really required to ensure working in the best conditions, as indicated by529

the small value of κv with respect to the ideal case. However, the absolute accuracy values ranging from 2530

to 15 cm are of interest for vegetation height monitoring from space and thus show that PolInSAR inversion531

may be able to meet the requirement of global canopy monitoring with increasing spatial baseline in terms532

of bi-static space-based acquisition mode.533

To sum up, with regards to the large baseline and bi-static polarimetric acquisition mode, TanDEM-X534
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Figure 11: Retrieved vegetation height hv from PolInSAR (11). The solid circle refers to the in situ measured height.

images acquired on September 5, 2015 were used for crop height estimation by using backscattering,535

InSAR and PolInSAR together. Table 2, 4 and 5 summarise the absolute crop height estimations from536

each field with regards to the in-situ measurements. ∆h values from backscattering and PolInSAR537

inversions were very consistent each other, irrespective of the conditions of the fields. However, the538

behaviour of interferometric measurements among the fields was slightly different -as expected- than the539

other two methods. It is to be noticed that there is an influence of using external DEM (vegetation free) on540

the absolute accuracy results of InSAR-based measurements.541

The estimated 2015 root mean square errors (RMSE) for PolInSAR, metamodel-driven morphological542

backscattering model and InSAR (VV) were 12, 13 and 18 cm, respectively. For the 2014 dataset, RMSEs543

of 8 and 35 cm were obtained by backscattering and InSAR (VV) based measurements, respectively. The544

RMSE of 2014 backscattering based approach has statistics comparable with the 2015 one, with a slightly545

better (∼5 cm) estimation. However, for the InSAR based measurements, the RMSE values change546

significantly (∼17 cm) depending on the baseline configuration of the images.547

5. Summary and conclusions548

This work presents crop height estimation from space-based SAR sensors, specifically TanDEM-X,549

using backscattering, InSAR and PolInSAR inversion methods for underpinning step towards the550

development of a fully automatic monitoring system. The assessment of the methods has been illustrated551

with paddy rice by comparing in-situ measurements conducted during the reproductive seasons of 2014552

and 2015. With these two independent year acquisitions, it has been possible to identify the optimal553

conditions for each method through temporally changing spatial baseline.554

Decomposing the total backscattering σ0 into crop morphological parameters requires computationally555

expensive simulations. To reduce the computational time and the complexity involved in the crop height556
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estimation from σ0, a metamodel is implemented. Applying a metamodel-driven morphological557

backscattering model, the crop heights of paddy rice grown in the test fields were estimated by taking into558

account HH and VV polarised acquisitions together. Based on the crop height in-situ measurements,559

absolute errors ranging between 3 and 22 cm were estimated. The mean absolute error for all fields is 9560

cm, with a standard deviation of 6 cm. It has been shown that the metamodel based crop height inversion561

by backscattering allows a fast and adequate crop height information. Using metamodel significantly562

reduces the time and effort required to simulate RTT based models in precision agriculture (large-scale563

agricultural lands). Being also independent of spatial baseline configuration, the metamodel based RTT564

approach provides consistent results in both years and appears to be a feasible choice for crop monitoring.565

Although the integration of SAR measurements and agricultural principles provides not only crop height566

but also detailed biophysical information of crops, the precision of the RTT based backscattering model567

needs to be further investigated for operational monitoring including other crops differ from rice in terms of568

biophysical characteristics. The main limitation of the metamodel-driven morphological backscattering569

model is the requirement of the pre-identification of the coarse growth stage to reduce the size of the570

solution space in the inversion scheme.571

The crop height estimation by coherent (interferometric) methods, in contrast to the incoherent572

backscattering model, is very sensible to the system geometry. The dual-pol TanDEM-X images were573

acquired with different heights of ambiguity for the two years. By using interferometric principles, the574

canopy heights for each field were calculated using the difference between surface elevation information575

between September (with vegetation) and November (vegetation-free) TanDEM-X DEMs. A detailed576

comparison according to the in-situ measurements revealed that the absolute accuracy of the crop height577

measurements deteriorated with decreasing spatial baseline, as expected. Indeed, while a baseline of 102578

m yielded a maximum absolute error of 46 cm in VV polarisation, this value strongly decreased to 27 cm579

with a spatial baseline of 932 m.580

In general, bi-static interferometric measurements can be used for the plant height monitoring by just581

using the phase differences between the acquisitions instead of the complex model characterising the582

interaction between canopy and the signal. Moreover, there is no need to integrate agronomical growth583

principles for interpreting the results, which makes InSAR-based methods advantageous in practical584

applications. Three main considerations can be drawn for this technique. First, the result accuracy has585

been demonstrated highly dependent on the spatial baseline: the larger the baseline, the more accurate586

the plant height estimation. Second, the architecture of the monitored crops, impacting on the resulting587

scattering phase centres, has been shown affecting the absolute accuracy of the polarised measurements.588

Here, higher coherence does not imply a better absolute accuracy. The absolute accuracy of the crop589

height measurements were better for VV polarised acquisitions due to the scattering being located closer590

to the top of the vegetation, since crops were in the reproductive stage. Third, an external terrain model, or591

a vegetation-free DEM, is required to derive the plant height. This can be seen as a disadvantage of the592
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interferometric approach in terms of operational crop monitoring.593

Finally, the inverse problem of determining the crop height is addressed with PolInSAR. The feasibility of594

PolInSAR approaches is limited by a non-volumetric decorrelation based on spatial baseline. Consequently,595

the 2014 acquisition was not considered. However, exploiting the 2015 acquisition, an impressive absolute596

height accuracy of 2 cm was obtained for one of the rice cultivated field. To our knowledge, the PolInSAR597

approach is for the first time used to estimate the height of the agricultural crops with space-based data. In598

this context, with its dual-pol acquisition capability, height estimation with TanDEM-X turned out to be reliable599

not only for forest height but also for crop height monitoring. A range of 2 to 15 cm absolute errors were600

measured by PolInSAR inversion when the fields were in the reproductive stage. Unlike the interferometric601

and backscattering inversions, the PolInSAR approach does not require neither an additional DEM nor602

advanced EM model with agronomical growth relations. Although very promising results have been reported603

with a very small height of ambiguity, the PolInSAR inversion needs further research with regard to a wide604

range of vegetation heights (e.g., 5 to 130 cm).605

In a nutshell, this study focused on the comparison and evaluation of crop height retrieval methods for606

microwave remote sensing applications, concentrating on X-band acquisitions. As summarised in Table 6,607

advantages and limitations of the three aforementioned methods have been listed, especially the608

requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining consistent crop height estimates. Further analysis needs to take609

into account a combination of backscattering and PolInSAR inversion models. They can strengthen each610

other to overcome their limitations in terms of farming monitoring, i.e., having a plant height from PolInSAR611

inversion will eliminate the requirement of the pre-identification of the coarse growth stage in612

backscattering inversion and will supply not only more reliable crop height estimation and but also other613

morphological parameters of the crops.614

Table 6: Summary of the characteristics, pros and cons of the SAR related crop height estimation methods
minimum required

acquisitions
external requirements advantages disadvantages

RTT one single polarized
EM model, crop growth

rules
considers full morphology

advanced morphology

based EM needed

InSAR two same polarized vegetation-free DEM deterministic

short wavelength,

external DEM and bistatic

acquisition needed

PolInSAR two dual polarized - no additional data needed large baseline needed
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